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3D nano-architectures present a new paradigm in modern condensed matter physics with numerous applica-9

tions in photonics, biomedicine, and spintronics. They are promising for the realisation of 3D magnetic nano-10

networks for ultra-fast and low-energy data storage. Frustration in these systems can lead to magnetic charges11

or magnetic monopoles, which can function as mobile, binary information carriers. However, Dirac strings in12

2D artificial spin ices bind magnetic charges, while 3D dipolar counterparts require cryogenic temperatures for13

their stability. Here, we present a micromagnetic study of a highly-frustrated 3D artificial spin ice harboring14

tension-free Dirac strings with unbound magnetic charges at room temperature. We use micromagnetic simu-15

lations to demonstrate that the mobility threshold for magnetic charges is by 2eV lower than their unbinding16

energy. By applying global magnetic fields, we steer magnetic charges in a given direction omitting unintended17

switchings. The introduced system paves a way towards 3D magnetic networks for data transport and storage.18

INTRODUCTION19

Data storage and transport devices ranging from hard disk20

drives to flash memories, from CMOS to spintronic technolo-21

gies are of crucial importance in today’s technological world.22

Usually, these devices are based on 2D structures approaching23

their limitations every day. 3D structures started to emerge24

over the past years, leading to significant improvements in25

both reducing the dimensions and increasing their efficiency,26

e.g. flash memories [1, 2]. In these data storage devices, the27

third dimension is used by the simple stacking of the same28

2D structures. Thus, the whole power of the additional third29

dimension is not utilised.30

Over the past years, spin ices, a class of 3D materials, have31

been investigated in detail. Spin ices are frustrated systems32

where the magnetic moments are residing on the sites of a py-33

rochlore lattice, a lattice with corner sharing tetrahedra, and34

commonly referred to as dipolar spin ices (DSI) [3–9]. Its35

degenerate ground state obeys the ice-rule, where two mag-36

netic moments point to the center of the tetrahedra and two37

away from it. Switching a magnetic moment breaks the ice38

rule and creates a pair of magnetic charge in the centers of the39

vertices [5, 6]. These magnetic charges, commonly referred40

to as emergent magnetic monopoles, can be separated with a41

finite energy cost, and propagated through the lattice. In a42

classical analogue to Dirac’s theory of magnetic monopoles43

[10], monopole motion in spin ice leaves a trace called a44

Dirac String (DS), which is simply the chain of flipped mag-45

netic moments connecting the two separated positive and neg-46

ative magnetic poles. Theoretical and experimental studies47

have shown that the energetic ground state is degenerate, con-48

strained by the ice rule and that the magnetic monopoles are49

connected via Dirac Strings at low temperatures [3–8, 11, 12].50

In order to study the geometrical frustrations and the mag-51

netic charges on more controllable platform, 2D artificial spin52

ices (2DASIs) have been designed and investigated in de-53

tail [13–18]. There, lithographically patterned nanomagnets54

are arranged on different lattices. The most common ASI lat-55

tices are the square [19–22] and Kagome ices [23–26].56

In contrast to DSI, the reduced dimensionality and geo-57

metric frustration in square ice lifts the degeneracy of the ice58

rule [14–18, 27, 28], thus limiting monopole mobility. Vari-59

ous methods have been explored to regain spin ice degeneracy,60

including quasi three-dimensional lattices [14, 16, 29–34] and61

interaction modifiers [35]. After early designs [30] and real-62

izations [36] had envisioned a 3D artificial spin ice, the first63

three dimensional frustrated nanowire-lattice [37] was man-64

ufactured by two-photon lithography [38], in which charge65

propagation was later demonstrated [39]. However, in this66

lattice, the degeneracy of the ground state is still lifted, as the67

3D structure consists of an interconnected nanowire-lattice.68

Additionally, the magnetic charges are connected via DS’s,69

which store energy due to the presence of domain-walls at the70

vertex centers.71

In this work, we combine the advantages of both DSI and72

ASI and present a 3D artificial spin ice (3DASI lattice), where73

numerical investigations are performed. Our lattice is a 3D74

nano-magnetic network of vertices consisting of four discon-75

nected 3D magnetic ellipsoids with perfect Ising behavior en-76

abling tension-free DS’s and unbound magnetic charges by77

recovering the lost degeneracy of the ice rule obeying states.78

In this new lattice, we conserve the full accessibility of 2DASI79

and investigate numerically the propagation of emergent mag-80

netic monopoles. We demonstrate that the difference in en-81

ergy, required to create magnetic charges and their trans-82

port, is around 2eV, which enables the controlled propaga-83

tion of unbound charges. Considering the emergent magnetic84

monopoles as binary, mobile information carriers, the pre-85

sented lattice demonstrates the steered motion of charge car-86

riers in a 3D magnetic nano-network at room temperatures.87

The controllability of these charges paves a way towards a 3D88

magnetic network for data transport and storage.89
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FIG. 1: 3DASI Lattice.(a) 3D Illustration of the 3DASI
lattice, and (b) the top view. The length of the ellipsoids L

and maximal width W as well as the angle between the
ellipsoids θ are depicted in (b).

RESULTS90

Modeling. In recent years, the direct-write technique of fo-91

cused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) has reached92

a high level of maturity for the 3D nanofabrication. Many93

complex-shaped nano-architectures have become available,94

providing access to experimental investigations of curvature-95

, geometry- and topology-induced effects in various disci-96

plines, including magnetism, superconductivity, photonics97

and plasmonics [40–44].98

Inspired by the recent developments in 3D optical lithog-99

raphy and focused particle 3D nano-printing by FEBID, we100

present a three dimensional ASI (3DASI) lattice, where mag-101

netic rotational ellipsoids are arranged along the main axis of a102

tetrahedron, resulting in an angle θ = arccos(−1/3)≈ 109.5 ◦
103

between the elements, reproducing the Ice Ih crystal of the104

water ice [3, 5, 9]. Figure 1 illustrates the designed 3DASI105

lattice.106

Note that in Fig. 1 we illustrate only the magnetic ellip-107

soids forming the lattice. In reality, the ellipsoids can be fabri-108

cated by direct-writing, i.e. FEBID, and interconnected with a109

magnetic insulator, e.g. platinum- [41] or niobium-based [45]110

compounds. We provide the illustration of a rather realistic111

fabrication model for one single vertex in the supplemental112

materials. With FEBID as a suitable nanofabrication tech-113

nique of the 3DASI lattice, maximal width of the ellipsoids114

w can be reduced down to few tens of nanometers, while the115

length L can be chosen up to a few micrometers [40–43].116

We choose rotational magnetic ellipsoids as ASI elements,117

because the self-demagnetizing field of the ellipsoids is homo-118

geneous thus keeping the magnetic elements uniformly mag-119

netized in the direction of the longer axis with no edge inho-120

mogeneities [46–49]. Hence, our model shows nearly perfect121

Ising behavior and is suitable to separate and host magnetic122

charges. The maximal average deviation from a perfect uni-123

formly magnetization for one ellipsoid in our model is found124

to be ∆φ ≈ 4×10−4 deg, where the interactions with nearest125

and next-nearest neighbors were encountered.126

In this work, we restrict our model to three layers to conduct127

numerical experiments in feasible times. However, we use the128

top and bottom layer rather as boundary conditions, while the129

Vertex type E2D
dip(JNN) E3D

dip(JNN)

Type I 2(
√

2/3−2) −5/(2
√

3)
Type II −2

√
2/3

Type III 0 0

Type IV 2(
√

2/3+2) 15/(2
√

3)

TABLE I: Dipolar interaction energies in each vertex type in
2D and 3D ASI in units of JNN , which is JNN ≈ 1.72eV for

the chosen material and geometry parameters.

region of interest is only the middle layer. In other words, we130

analyze the 3DASI lattice as a bulk system.131

Dirac Strings and magnetic monopoles. Because of the132

symmetry of the tetrahedra, the degeneracy of the ice rule133

is not lifted in 3DASI. Consequently, the tension of the DS134

should vanish. To obtain an energy scale, we approximate135

the ellipsoids by magnetic dipoles with the dipole moment136

µ = MsV , where Ms is the saturation magnetization and V the137

volume of the nanostructure. In this formulation, the dipolar138

interaction energy for each pair of magnetic dipole moments139

mi,m j at positions ri,r j in the lattice is given by the dipolar140

interaction energy141

Edip =
µ0

4π
∣

∣ri j

∣

∣

3

[

mi ·m j −3
(mi · ri j)(m j · ri j)

∣

∣ri j

∣

∣

2

]

(1)142

with ri j := r j − ri and vacuum permeability µ0. Then from143

Eq. (1) we obtain the energy scale144

JNN =
3

2
√

2

µ0

π

µ2

a3
(2)145

as introduced in [49] , where a is the lattice constant.146

From it we obtain the energy levels for the different vertex147

types, shown in Table I. Note the degeneracy in the ice rule148

obeying vertices.149150

Additionally, we perform calculations via micromagnetic151

simulations using magnum.fe[50] using material properties152

similar to the Cobalt-Iron(CoFe) alloys used in FEBID. Note153

that with this technique, the material parameters are already154

tunable [42, 51] for 2D structures, and advances are expected155

in the near future. We choose a saturation magnetization Ms =156

800kA/m and exchange stiffness constant Aex = 15.5pJ/m.157

The ellipsoids have the dimensions L = 100nm, w = 20nm158

and a vertex-to-vertex distance of a = 120nm. It is note-159

worthy that in our studies we especially focused on the 3D160

structures of sizes that have been demonstrated for platinum161

based nanofabrications. Magnetic CoFe/CoFeB structures are162

larger, but the down-scaling is expected within the next years.163

Figure 2a) shows the calculated energies of all the possible164

vertices in 2DsASI and 3DASI. The latter show clearly the165

six-fold degeneracy of the ground state Type I/II. This degen-166

eracy allows for magnetic charges to be separated, because a167
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FIG. 2: Magnetostatic energies and minimum energy paths for propagation and separation of charges.(a) Total energies
per vertex calculated with a micromagnetic treatment by taking into account energetic contributions of the exchange and

demagnetization fields, where every possible magnetic configurations in a 2DsASI (circles) and in our 3DASI (squares) was
considered. (b) Minimum energy paths to separate (magenta) the two magnetic charges by switching one ellipsoids

magnetization in the ground state, and to propagate it further through the lattice in a constant direction (green). The difference
of saddle points and the corresponding minima yields the separation barrier ∆Es and propagation barrier ∆Ep, while energy of
the lattice increases by 2Eq ≈ 2eV due the two additional charge defects. (c) - (g) Schematic illustrations of the magnetization
configurations for the ellipsoids in the Ds with the positive (dark red) and negative (dark blue) charged magnetic monopoles.

Snapshots of magnetizations and animations available in the supplemental materials.

tension-free DS is created, making them truly unbound. In168

Fig. 2a), we chose to plot all 24 = 16 possible configurations169

within a vertex. In reality, for vertices in the 3DASI lattice170

there exists only one unique ground state configuration, the171

ice-rule configuration, up to symmetry operations, i.e. rota-172

tions and mirroring, always obeying the 2in-2out ice rule.173

A more detailed description of the simulations, geometries174

and additional snapshots of magnetizations are given in the175

supplemental material.176

According to the original definition of emergent mag-177

netic monopoles, the energy required to create a monopole-178

antimonopole pair (charge separation), should be larger than179

the energy required to propagate it [6, 10, 16, 52–54]. We ver-180

ify these properties by applying a full-micromagnetic model181

to calculate the energy barriers to separate and propagate the182

magnetic charges[48, 55, 56]. The detailed description of the183

full micromagnetic model and its application on 2DASIs is184

given in Ref. [48].185

Figure 2b) illustrates the minimum energy paths (MEPs)186

for the switching processes within a DS. Starting from a lat-187

tice in the ground state, as illustrated in Fig. 2c), we separate188

two magnetic charges by switching the magnetization of one189

ellipsoid, and thus creating two Type III defects, which are190

depicted in Fig. 2d). The positive charge is then propagated to191

increase the length of the DS, shown in Figs. 2e)-g). It can be192

seen, that the separation MEP (magenta) yields an separation193

barrier ∆Es approximately 2eV higher than the propagation194

barriers ∆Ep (green MEPs), which are nearly constant. The195

reversal mechanisms are highly non-coherent and complex,196

being dictated by domain wall movements.197

By separating the emergent monopoles, the energy of the198

system increases about 2Eq = 2eV, which represents the en-199

ergy increase due to Type III defects. Since we propagate only200

one charge, while the environment does not change, the en-201

ergy of the system should stay constant during the propaga-202

tion. However, we need to consider the possible Coulomb in-203

teractions between magnetic charges [5, 6]. In contrast to the204

classical DSI, this interaction can be neglected in comparison205

to the energy barriers in our 3DASI lattice [6].206

Note that these results are obtained at T = 0K. In order207

to analyze the dependence of the stability and the propaga-208

tion properties of a single monopole on both externally ap-209

plied fields, and temperature, we use the arbitrary field finite210

temperature micromagnetic analysis (FTM) [57].211

Arbitrary field finite temperature micromagnetic analy-212

sis. Starting from an initial magnetization state with one mag-213
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external fields at T = 0K to switch the magnetizations of different ellipsoids as depicted in (b). c) Upper panel: the switching

probability P at different temperatures for the relevant transitions from (b) calculated with FTM-analysis, Eq. (3), where a
Zeeman field with µ0|H|= 180mT, attempt frequency f0 = 50GHz and pulse time tfinal = 0.15ns were chosen. Lower panel:

mean error rate of successful propagation correlated with the unintended separation, as given by Eq. (4)

netic monopole of charge Q =−2qm, we calculate the energy214

barriers to switch the magnetization of different 3DASI ele-215

ments under a uniform, external magnetic field with µ0H =216

−µ0|H|ex. Here, µ0|H| denotes the strength of the applied217

field, and ex is the unit vector along x. µ0|H| is varied be-218

tween 0−200mT.219

The initial magnetization state is the same as in Fig. 4e). We220

consider different transitions, where the magnetic charge is221

propagated along x (blue arrow) and y (orange arrow), or addi-222

tional charges are separated in a neighbored vertex, where the223

separation in three different directions is considered, x (green224

arrows), y and z (red), as illustrated in Fig. 3b). By doing so,225

we cover all possible transitions in our lattice, where the ex-226

isting charges with Q = −2qm are either propagated or new227

monopole-antimonopole pairs are separated at different loca-228

tions.229

Figure 3a) shows the calculated energy barriers as a func-230

tion of the applied field strength for the transitions depicted231

in Fig. 3b). Our results indicate that the propagation barrier232

along X (blue, circles) is always lower than any other barrier.233

At vanishing fields, the barriers for propagation X and Y are234

equal, as demonstrated above. With the increasing field and235

approaching the coercive field, all barriers are lowering, ulti-236

mately, vanishing once the critical field is reached.237

In the FTM analysis, described by Suess and co-workers in238

Ref. [57], a field-driven transition occurs with the switching239

probability240

P = 1− exp









− f0tfinale





−∆E(H)

kBT













, (3)241

where f0 denotes the attempt frequency, ∆E(H) the energy242

barrier at a given field magnitude, kB the Boltzmann constant,243

tfinal the time of applied field pulse and T is the temperature.244

To analyze the stability of the propagation at room tem-245

perature, we consider T = 300K and calculate the associated246

probabilities where we choose µ0|H|= 180mT, f0 = 50GHz247

and tfinal = 0.15s. f0 is chosen according to values considered248

in ASI literature [58], and tfinal based on experimental expec-249

tations. Note that these two values appear only as a common250

factor in Eq. (3) and therefore other values for f0 can always251

be compensated by an appropriate choice of tfinal. The field252

strength µ0|H| = 180mT is chosen such that the switching253

barrier of the propagation is below 300kBT .254

The upper panel of Fig. 3c) illustrates the relevant probabil-255

ities for the switching possibilities depicted in Fig. 3b). Our256

results indicate that only the element of interest will change its257

magnetization, as its switching probability increases with the258

temperature, where Pprop(300K) > 0.9. All the other proba-259

bilities are nearly zero at temperatures around T = 300K. We260

chose to depict only the switching probabilities for the prop-261

agation and separation along x, as the other probabilities are262

lower than 1×10−15.263

However, we still need to define the mean switching error264

rate265

ERR(T ) = 1−Pprop
(

1−Psep(T )
)N

, (4)266

which describes the probability for an unsuccessful propaga-267

tion, i.e. falsely switch of one element leading to a separation268

(or propagation failure due to insufficient thermal energy) in a269

lattice with N elements, where Pprob describes the propagation270

probabilities and Psep the separation probabilities.271

In the lower panel of Fig. 3 c) we see that the error rate272

significantly decreases after T = 290K, as the X propagation273

probability increases to nearly 1. For T > 330K the propa-274

gation is guaranteed, however the separation probability in-275

creases leading to an increment in the mean error rate. This276

indicates that the monopoles can be propagated in a controlled277

manner, in the desired direction, and that they can be accessed278

at temperatures around room temperature, improving the scal-279
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ability and thermal stability of pyrochlore DSI.280

Field-driven controlled monopole propagation. The con-281

trolled propagation can be achieved at any temperature, in-282

cluding T = 0K, if one adjusts the strength, direction and du-283

ration of the globally applied magnetic fields. As illustrated in284

Fig. 3-a), the energy barrier vanishes for large enough fields.285

To investigate this in a rather direct manner, we conduct nu-286

merical experiments, where we continue with our micromag-287

netic treatment and investigate the propagation of monopoles288

by applying pulses of external magnetic fields at T = 0K.289

We start from an initial system where the middle layer is in290

the ground state. Reversing the magnetization in one bound-291

ary ellipsoid hosts exact one magnetic charge with Q =−2qm,292

see Figs. 4c) and f). We continue by applying a magnetic field293

along −x direction, as in the FTM analysis above. The field294

profile can be seen in Fig. 4a), where the magnitude of the ap-295

plied field increases linearly over 4.8ns from 160− 208mT,296

and is then turned off abruptly after the propagation is suc-297

cessful. Note that we are confining the 3DASI lattice to avoid298

finite size effects, and analyze only the middle bulk layer.299

Figure 4b) shows the temporal evolution of the averaged300

magnetization components within the middle layer. Our re-301

sults indicate that the magnetic charge is propagated to the302

next vertex via domain wall movements as predicted by our303

string method calculations and FTM analysis. Magnetization304

snapshots at chosen times from Fig. 4h) shows that until the305

critical field is reached, small deviations from the ising state306

are observed for the ellipsoids in the ground state, explaining307

the slow decrease in the average x−component of the magne-308

tization from Fig. 4b). Once the applied field is large enough,309

the propagation takes place keeping the other vertices in the310

ground state, avoiding additional charge separations. By turn-311

ing off the external field, we relax all the ellipsoids back to312

their ising state and control the propagation by demand. One313

can see in Fig. 4b) that the average magnetization drops rather314

abruptly when the magnetic charge is propagated one vertex315

further with each step, demonstrating the free and controlled316

propagation of an unbound emergent charge in the presented317

lattice. In the supplemental materials we also demonstrate that318

the magnetic charge can be further propagated to the next x-319

row by applying the same protocol with a magnetic field along320

y.321

DISCUSSION322

We investigated micromagnetically a new 3DASI lattice,323

which combines the advantages of classical 2DASI and py-324

rochlore DSI lattices, recovering the lost frustration and de-325

generacy of the ground state of the 2DsASI by enabling326

tension-free Dirac Strings and thermally stable unbound mag-327

netic monopoles. Due to large distances compared to the py-328

rochlore DSI, the Coulomb interactions between the charges329

are negligible. String method simulations and finite temper-330

ature micromagnetic analysis show that the lattice allows to331

create and propagate magnetic charges, which can exist freely332

or in pairs being connected via tension-free Dirac strings at ar-333

bitrary temperatures. We showed by numerical experiments,334

that a single unbound charge can be propagated through the335

lattice, without creating additional magnetic charges.336

Low-energy and ultra-fast switching in the 3DASI lattice,337

as well as the stability of emergent magnetic monopoles at338

room temperature and above, paves a way towards functional339

3D magnetic nano-networks for data transport and storage.340

The controlled propagation of the magnetic charges is of high341

interest regarding the idea of magnetricity [52, 59], which342

might lead to further new devices[18].343

Even though we focused only on the center layer and there-344

fore regarded our model as a bulk lattice, the limitations of345

the z layers, might show additional and equally interesting346

phenomena which will be investigated in detail in a further347

work. By shaving off at a given z dimension, the lattice348

would have magnetic vertices, containing only three ellip-349

soids, which would always host a magnetic charge. The top350

and bottom layers could act as charge plasma layers, which351

might decharge in the middle layer, creating a magnetic ca-352

pacitor.353

METHODS354

String Method. For each switching process, we start from355

an initial state and a final state interconnected via 19-20 mag-356

netization states, corresponding to a coherent rotation of the357

magnetization of the element of interest. In a second step, the358

total energy of each image is driven a small step towards its359

energetic minimum. The energy contributions are the demag-360

netization energy, the exchange energy and Zeeman energy361

(FTM analysis). The third step consists in cubic interpolation362

of the new path, such that the magnetization states are equidis-363

tant according to an appropriate energy norm [48, 50, 55]. The364

last two steps are repeated until convergence is reached.365

Micromagnetic Simulations. By using the finite and bound-366

ary element method based simulation code magnum.fe [50],367

we solve the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [56]:368

∂m

∂ t
=− γ

1+α2
m×Heff − αγ

1+α2
m×

(

m×Heff
)

, (5)369

where α is the Gilbert damping constant, γ the reduced gy-370

romagnetic ratio, m the magnetization unit vector, and Heff
371

is the effective field term, which includes the considered en-372

ergy contributions from demagnetizing, exchange, external373

and anisotropy fields (magnetic confinement). Vertex state374

energies are computed by calculating the demagnetizing and375

exchange energies from the relaxed structures (high damping376

α = 1). For the field-driven dynamic simulations, we also in-377

clude global external fields, and solve the LLG for a given378

time. Additionally, the magnetization components are aver-379

aged within the middle (bulk) layer for each time step, as de-380

picted in Fig. 4b).381
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t = 4.8ns in order to transfer the magnetic charge to the next vertex controlling the propagation. (c)-(e) Schematic illustration

of the monopole (dark blue) propagation. (f)-(h) Snapshots of the magnetization states from the output of the conducted
micromagnetic simulations, where f) illustrates the initial and g) the final magnetic configurations. The magnetization evolution

during the simulations is depicted at different times (white boxes) in h). Color in f)-h) shows the x-component of the
magnetization, as given by the colorbar.
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Figures

Figure 1

3DASI Lattice.(a) 3D Illustration of the 3DASI lattice, and (b) the top view. The length of the ellipsoids L
and maximal widthW as well as the angle between the ellipsoids q are depicted in (b).

Figure 2



Magnetostatic energies and minimum energy paths for propagation and separation of charges.(a) Total
energies per vertex calculated with a micromagnetic treatment by taking into account energetic
contributions of the exchange and demagnetization �elds, where every possible magnetic con�gurations
in a 2DsASI (circles) and in our 3DASI (squares) was considered. (b) Minimum energy paths to separate
(magenta) the two magnetic charges by switching one ellipsoids magnetization in the ground state, and
to propagate it further through the lattice in a constant direction (green). The difference of saddle points
and the corresponding minima yields the separation barrier DEs and propagation barrier DEp, while
energy of the lattice increases by 2Eq ~2eV due the two additional charge defects. (c) - (g) Schematic
illustrations of the magnetization con�gurations for the ellipsoids in the Ds with the positive (dark red)
and negative (dark blue) charged magnetic monopoles. Snapshots of magnetizations and animations
available in the supplemental materials.

Figure 3

Arbitrary �eld �nite temperature micromagnetic analysis. a) Dependence of the energy barrier on the
applied external �elds at T = 0K to switch the magnetizations of different ellipsoids as depicted in (b). c)
Upper panel: the switching probability P at different temperatures for the relevant transitions from (b)
calculated with FTM-analysis, Eq. (3), where a Zeeman �eld with m0jHj = 180mT, attempt frequency f0 =
50GHz and pulse time t�nal = 0:15ns were chosen. Lower panel: mean error rate of successful
propagation correlated with the unintended separation, as given by Eq. (4)



Figure 4

Field-driven monopole propagation. Temporal evolution of the magnitude of the applied �eld (a) and of
the averaged magnetization components (b) within the bulk layer during the x-propagation. The �eld is
applied along x in order to maximize the Zeeman energy acting on the ellipsoid whose magnetization
should be switched. The �eld is turned off after t = 4:8ns in order to transfer the magnetic charge to the
next vertex controlling the propagation. (c)-(e) Schematic illustration of the monopole (dark blue)
propagation. (f)-(h) Snapshots of the magnetization states from the output of the conducted
micromagnetic simulations, where f) illustrates the initial and g) the �nal magnetic con�gurations. The



magnetization evolution during the simulations is depicted at different times (white boxes) in h). Color in
f)-h) shows the x-component of the magnetization, as given by the colorbar.
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